THE SOUND
OF SUCCESS
10 Steps to Standing Out with Sound
economise on sound-system procurement, to
dream big and then value-manage down to keep
stakeholders happy, but the customer experience 1) Match the music to the brand
Tailor your playlists to tell the story of the
venue or concept.
for it.
It’s worth noting that in London, and perhaps
also in Tokyo and NYC, we are starting to
detect an emerging micro-trend where music
savvy F&B innovators such as Brilliant Corners,
Merchants Tavern, and Spiritland are investing
in audiophile-level sound systems as a core
you might imagine!

2) Match the music to the experience
Develop a soundtrack that works with the style
3) Inspire the audience
Select tracks that will delight and surprise your
target clientele.
4) Curate the music around the time of day
Use tempo and rhythm to underpin the service
patterns throughout the day.

is more competitive than it ever has been before.
Today’s customers are looking for individuality, 5) Use music creatively!
Music is a wonderful art form. Avoid the
personality and authenticity, and across the
world, more establishments are springing up
that recognise that, and many of them are using world of amazing music…
music as their weapon of choice.
6) Get an acoustics assessment
Avoid dead patches, loud patches, or sound
Hotels around the world are also waking up to
the shift. Increasingly, destination restaurants
and signature bars are emerging from the
7) Invest in a premium sound system
shadow of the hotel that houses them and
Don’t cut corners on delivery – bad tech and
opening up to the wider locale, introducing
poorly thought through speaker coverage means
separate entrances, independent websites and
bad audio.
distinctive branding. More and more often, a
hotel will parachute in a third party to occupy
8) Don’t let the interior designer dictate where
its restaurant to broaden its appeal beyond its
own guests. What were once closed spaces with speakers go
no real market impact are becoming the direct
competitors of standalone bars and restaurants. experience.
It’s getting tougher out there.
9) Put a music-management process in place
In this landscape, venues have to stand out
are monitoring and controlling the volume
to survive, and that means paying attention
correctly.
to every customer touch point down to the
smallest detail. Design, lighting, temperature,
10) Refresh your playlists regularly
service culture, and of course food and drink
itself all contribute to shaping the atmosphere,
but music – chosen with care and delivered with motivated) by ensuring playlists are updated
and on-brief.
quality – is what ties them all together helping
keep the customer in their chair. Choose music
You can hear Music Concierge’s soundtrack for
badly or deliver it poorly, and you’ll send them
Dead Rabbit at Claridge’s from 15-22 August
out the door. Get it right, and the results will be
Rob Wood plays records at Spiritland in King’s
music to your ears… and your bottom line.
Cross London on Saturday 21 October

